This year’s bathroom
trends revealed...
How can we design a bathroom that
helps us tackle the challenges we face
today and in the future?
How can we create a space that not only
appeals aesthetically, but also offers us
flexibility, functionality and creative flair?
At HiB, our Trends Insights Book 2022 is
designed to give a snapshot of the trends
we think will be popular and give you the
knowledge you need to incorporate these
styles into your bathroom spaces. Our
design team take inspiration from a range
of emerging styles, social influences and
industry expertise – after all, trends change
and evolve and we want to offer the very
latest guidance to inspire your bathroom
as well as innovate new products that
improve your experience.

Scan to see the
HiB bathroom
inspiration gallery

We are living in a particularly tumultuous time and consumers are
seeking out ways to feel grounded, by incorporating layers of natural
textures inspired by indigenous materials. By using a balanced palette
of warmer whites, yellows and oranges with cooler greens and blues
within their interiors, consumers can recreate that feeling of being
close to nature, calming landscapes and the earth.
The Revival aesthetic draws inspiration from our increasing awareness
of the environmental impact our material choices can make and the
effect that those choices can have on our health. There is a growing
demand for sustainable materials, natural shapes and accessories
such as indoor plants, which not only bring us closer to nature but are
also reported to offer health benefits.
Technology is a fundamental element of our everyday lives and it can
be used in ingenious ways to close the gap between inside and
outside, as well as having positive impacts on wellness, another key
driver of the trend.

Think Natural Light
Strategically placed
lighting can create the
feeling of natural light.

Black Brassware
For a contemporary
edge that
complements
the overall style.

Large Mirrors
Perfect for enhancing
the light, by reflecting
and bouncing it around
the bathroom, giving
the impression of a
larger, brighter and
more open space.

•Brushed brass brassware touch of luxury, adds warmth
•Lighting - underlights on wall
hung furniture makes it airy

Go Organic
Tiles like these give a
‘handmade’ feel to
the space.

•Warm oranges and yellow
in tiles or accessories like
towels ,plant pots ...
•Warm whites and beige tiles

Earth Tones

•Mid tone woods
Pair warm whites
- flooring, furniture, countertops

with terracotta,

•Black brassware formustard
a
yellows
contemporary look

and soft greens.

•Include plants/foliage

Add Plants
Proven to boost your
mood, reduce stress
and eliminate air
pollutants.

Rich jewel tones of blue, green and purple play the main characters
in the Bio Glam aesthetic and the smaller roles go to the yellow, pink
and red accents that bolt through the colour palette. It is a dynamic
scheme, that uses botanical influences and soft edging, which can
help to exude an inviting and feminine feel.
Pairing contemporary design and classical detailing throughout the
space creates a timeless appeal that is guaranteed to emanate luxury
and sophistication. High gloss surfaces and fluid satin finishes are
highlighted by thoughtfully-placed lighting schemes that create focal
points and draw the eye. Statement marbles can also be used as a
classic feature piece or alternatively botanical-inspired wallpaper can
create a contemporary edge.
There is an ingrained elegance about the scheme that is synonymous
with glamour and luxury. Its connection to the fantastical and often
unseen corners of nature entices you in, enveloping you and energises,
making it a dramatic and spectacular style.

Brushed Brass
Warm and luxurious –
that extra touch of class.

Energetic Colour Pairings
Classic dark, rich tones are
brought to life with bright
accents like here in the
wallpaper and in the use of
soft furnishings.

Statement Marble
The very essence of
an ultra-glam feature.

Grandeur Mirror
Maxim’s high-tech
illumination, unique
design and lofty 90cm
height is a modern
complement to a
classically-styled room.
Timeless Stone
A design staple for
achieving a classic feel.

Embrace the Architecture
Contemporise classic
architecture with
ultra-modern colours
and styling.

Chevron Wooden Floor
A decorative floor inspired
by the classic 17th century
French Herringbone.

As humans we love all things familiar, we enjoy nostalgia and take
comfort from the styles of bygone eras. The High Spirited trend takes
colour inspiration from the nineties, building a palette consisting of
chalky toned bright hues such as yellows, oranges and pinks, with
mid-blues and flat greys balancing out the scheme.
There is a graphical approach to the design, using blocks of soft
matt, solid colour to accentuate primary shapes. Introduce a sense of
playfulness with large format terrazzo patterns, which can be featured
in contrast to the uniformity of the geometric patterns. This can be
further enhanced when colour is subtly injected through the use of
iridescent elements or LED strip lights, which add energy, playfulness
and colour to the space.
As we look back at the nineties, a socially progressive decade, we
remember all the changes in fashions, technology and lifestyles.
High Spirited harks back to that era but with a keen eye on the future
and incorporates nineties schemes with contemporary influences,
innovations and connectivity, to bring it right forward to the
present day.

Coloured Brassware
Choose brushed brass finishes
for a soft, seamless look, or
for a sophisticated contrast,
select matt black brassware.

Hidden Technology
Cabinets, like Isoe,
are full of features that
remove the need for
unsightly cables.

Texture
Subtly add texture using
tiles or furniture.

Thoughtful Lighting
Use feature illuminated
products to enhance your
style and colour choices,
emphasising the details in
your bathroom.
Chalky Tones
Soft pinks, blues
and greens.

Playful Accents
Pearlescent tiling,
colourful shower
screens and terrazzo
patterns add a flavour
of fun to the room.

Societal challenges have led to an increased appreciation of time and
how long we spend doing mundane tasks. In response to this, there is
a growing interest in how good design can help us solve our everyday
problems and enhance our experiences in the home. This desire for
practical luxury is the basis for the trend, with a spotlight on functional,
time-saving technology.
The Structured trend is founded on a minimal, masculine colour
palette, that is comprised of monochrome tones with muted blues
and grey greens. Engineered stones like concrete and terrazzo can
add texture in a clean, refined manner, with the option of adding light
or mid-tone woods to the scheme for additional warmth. Linear and
grid patterns add a sense of tactility, only tempered by the rounded
edges of statement design pieces that can be used to soften and add
warmth to what otherwise would be an engineered, uniform scheme.
The Structured trend lends itself to new technology and innovation.
With an increased awareness of hygiene, we are preferencing
surfaces that offer anti-bacterial properties and touch-free solutions
which minimise surface contact. Expect a minimalist design approach,
one that is both sophisticated and efficient.

Keep it Sleek
Storage solutions
without handles
maintain a
minimal style.

High Tech
Work with products
that offer life-improving
features, like the
Platform mirror, with
its wireless phone and
toothbrush charging
capabilities.
Linear Textures
Accentuate
fine design and
detailing in your
concept.

Mixed Materials
Use contrasting mixed materials
to offer depth and luxury to a
monochrome scheme.

The year ahead...
Bathroom trends evolve and change much
like other rooms in the home, but what
makes the space a particularly challenging
area to design is required functionality and
practical needs of each user. In the past
bathrooms were considered a utilitarian
space absent of any creative design and
flair, but times are changing and now
designers are amalgamating both the
practical aspects with style and aesthetics,
leading the way for more opportunities to
go bold, be brave and experiment with
trends.
All’s left is for you to choose which
trend you’ll use for your next
bathroom redesign…

Scan to find your
nearest HiB retailer!

